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Three distinct relativization strategies are used in Tadaksahak: a relative pronoun strategy, a 
gap strategy, and one that uses the morpheme sa (hereafter, the sa-strategy). One parameter 
that distinguishes these strategies is whether the relative clause is restrictive (relative pronoun 
and gap strategies) or nonrestrictive (sa-strategy); this difference is reviewed in section 1. 
The parameter that usually distinguishes the two restrictive strategies is whether the referent 
of the head noun is definite (relative pronoun strategy—sec. 3.1) or indefinite (gap strategy—
sec. 3.2). Section 4 is devoted to the sa-strategy. The paper also discusses which grammatical 
relations can be relativized by each strategy (sec. 2), and some motivations for left-
dislocating nominal constituents that contain relative clauses (sec. 5). 

1 General features 
This section discusses and exemplifies the position of the relative clause with respect to the noun it 
modifies (sec. 1.1) and the three relativization strategies that are used in the language (sec. 1.2). First, 
though, the difference between restrictive and a nonrestrictive relative clauses is reviewed. 

A restrictive (identifying) relative clause “serves to delimit the potential referents” (Comrie 
1989:138). Consider the phrase ‘the bracelet [that is made of silver]’ (see (4); throughout this paper, 
relative clauses are enclosed in brackets). The relative clause ‘that is made of silver’ is restrictive 
because it limits the potential referents of ‘the bracelet’ to the silver one. In other words, it identifies 
which bracelet is the referent. 

In contrast, a nonrestrictive relative clause “serves merely to give the hearer an added piece of 
information about an already identified entity, but not to identify that entity” (ibid.). Consider the 
phrase ‘his mother, [whose name is Aminata]’ (see (7)). The relative clause ‘whose name is Aminata’ 
is nonrestrictive because it gives additional information about its referent (‘his mother’), who is 
already identified. 

1.1 The position of the relative clause with respect to the noun it modifies 
Tadaksahak is an SVO language and, consistent with this, the relative clause follows the head, 
whatever relativization strategy is used.1 

'0( @j `,ı,xhltq,j`s `xm a`q`q Z`˙n,ı,a`q` A`l`jnx\> 
 QST 3S-PERF-bring-VEN 3S.GEN child  REL-PERF-be.in Bamako 
 Did he bring back his child who is in Bamako? 

Because the relative clause nearly always appears right after the noun it modifies, it is often found in 
the middle of the main clause. 

'1( @Ç`˙`k Z`˙n `˙`,ı,l`x mhm j`\ `,ı,adm- 
 work  REL 1S-PERF-have 2S LOC 3S-PERF-be.finished 
 The work that I have for you is finished. 

                                                      
1The following abbreviations are used in this paper: ADJZ adjectivizer; ALL allative; BEN benefactive, indirect 
object; COMPZR complementizer, marker of sa-strategy; COM comitative (‘with, and, toward’); DET determiner; 
DISC discourse marker ‘current centre of attention’; EXCL exclamation; FOC focus marker; FUT future tense; GEN 
genitive; IMP imperative; IMPF imperfective aspect; INDEF indefinite; LOC spatiotemporal locative; N noun; NEG 
negative; PASS passive; PERF perfective aspect; PL plural; QST polar question marker; REL relative pronoun; SUBJ 
subjunctive mood; T thematic pronoun; VEN venitive; 1P, 2P, 3P person plural; 1S, 2S, 3S person singular. 
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In the following example, two relative clauses follow the head noun. 

'2( @˙`,ı,ftm` `¸`¸ha Z" ı,c` ÇhjÇhÌ\+ 
 1S-PERF-see phantom  PERF-do fear 

 r` Z`xm lnm gtqt `,a,c` h j`\- 
 COMPZR  3S.GEN eyes fire 3S-IMPF-do 3P LOC 
 I saw a phantom that causes fear, in whose eyes fire was burning. 

1.2 Kinds of relativization strategies 
Three relativization strategies are employed in Tadaksahak: (1) the relative pronoun strategy, (2) the 
gap strategy (i.e., no marking), and (3) with the r`-strategy. 

The morpheme r` only introduces nonrestrictive relative clauses (provided a specific condition is 
met); this strategy is treated in section 4. The two other strategies, relative pronoun and gap, encode 
restrictive relative clauses; they are discussed in section 3. 

Examples (4) and (5) illustrate the relative pronoun strategy. The pronoun agrees in number with the 
noun it modifies. The singular form of the pronoun is `˙n- 

'3( údlh `,ı,rtvtj `vhbh Z`˙n,ı,c` `yqte j`\- 
 blacksmith 3S-PERF-rub bracelet  REL-PERF-make silver LOC 
 The blacksmith rubbed the bracelet that is made of silver. 

The plural form of the pronoun is `˙nmcn (or dmc`˙n).2 

'4( Bh m` hltm`rjnm Z`˙nmcn,ı,ytlat ”`kh c`v\> 
 who DET camel.riders  REL.PL-PERF-go.down Rhali LOC 
 Who are the camel riders who dismounted at Rhali’s (place)? 

Example (6) illustrates the gap strategy (# denotes the absence of a marker). 

'5( `,ı,f`q g`lt Z" e,jdmh `xj`q`m c`v\- 
 3S-PERF-find meat  IMPF-lie puppies LOC 
 …she (the lioness) found meat that was lying next to the cubs. 

Example (7) is of the r`-strategy. 

'6( @,a,ÇhÇjdm,`m `xm m`m` rd+ Zr` `xm l`m @lhm`s`\- 
 3S-IMPF-greet-ALL 3S.GEN mother BEN  COMPZR 3S.GEN name Aminata 
 He greets his mother, whose name is Aminata. 

2 Case recoverability strategies 
This section considers the grammatical relations that can be relativized by each of the strategies 
presented in sec. 1.2 (Payne 1997:326). 

Keenan and Comrie (1977) observe that any given relative-clause strategy will allow relativization in 
a continuous segment of the following “Accessibility Hierarchy” of grammatical relations:3 

subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique > possessor 

                                                      
2The data containing `˙nmcn is all from Talatayt, an Adaksahak region some 100 km northeast of the central 
town of Menaka, where the form is dmc`˙n- 
3Since Tadaksahak relativizes both intransitive and transitive subjects, we have not followed Fox’s (1987) 
version of the Accessibility Hierarchy. 
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Our data on the language suggests that the following strategies can be used for the listed grammatical 
relations (the asterisk * means that this strategy is available): 

Table 1. Relativization hierarchy from Keenan and Comrie (1977) with possible strategies 

   grammatical relation: 
strategy 

subject object indirect 
object 

oblique possessor 

relative pronoun * * * *  
gap * *  *location  
sa * *   * 

Further research is needed to determine whether the discontinuous segments for the gap and sa-
strategies reflect rules of the language or are due to limitations of the corpus. 

The following subsections illustrate the relativization of these grammatical relations for each of the 
strategies. 

2.1 Subject 
When a subject is relativized in the relative pronoun strategy, the pronoun takes the place of the 
subject clitic in the relative clause. 

'7( Jtm` `˙`x anq` Z`˙n,ı,Í`v,j`s mdc`\  
 find 1S person  REL-PERF-reach-VEN here 
 Get me the person who arrived here! 

The following example uses the gap strategy. 

'8( R` hshk` `qt Z" ı,sdm h c`v\ h,sd,chmh ` 
 COMPZR each man  PERF-arrive 3P LOC 3P-FUT-take 3S 

 h,l,c` ` dmc` Í`lt-  
 3P-SUBJ-make 3S COM slave  
 Each male who arrived at their (place) was taken to be made a slave. 

The following sentence illustrates the sa-strategy. 

'0/( @,ı,y`v rtqf`x en Zr` hshk` y`˙qh `,sd,Ó` hlt˜`r hÇ`\- 
 3S-PERF-marry woman INDEF  COMPZR each day 3S-FUT-eat camel.PL seven 
 He married a certain woman, who (once they were married) used to eat seven camels a day. 

2.2 Direct object 
When the direct object is relativized in other Songhay languages, a resumptive pronoun occupies the 
place of the relativized constituent in the relative clause (Heath 1999:244). No such pronoun is used 
in Tadaksahak. The empty space in the following examples is marked with Ø. 

The following example illustrates the relative pronoun strategy. Nominal direct objects always 
follow pronominal indirect objects, so the missing constituent is at the very end of the relative clause. 

'00( @Ç`˙`k Z`˙n `˙`,ı,l`x mhm j` ’\ `,ı,adm- 
 work  REL 1S-PERF-have 2S LOC  3S-PERF-be.finished 
 The work I have for you is finished. 
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The first relative clause in the following example uses the gap strategy. 

'01( Jdk` `˙`,ı,ln s`metrs Z" `˙`m a`a` `˙n ¸dm,h `,ı,c` ’\- 
 once 1S-PERF-hear story  1S.GEN father REL be.old-ADJZ 3S-PERF-do  
 Once I heard a story of a (courageous) deed that my grandfather did… 

The next example also uses the gap strategy. The locative object of the verb ‘be in’ is not marked with 
a postposition, and so behaves like a direct object.4 

'02( @,ı,rdrsdm ` dmc` dc`f Z" anqdm h,ı,a`q` ’\-
 3S-PERF-ask 3S COM place  people 3P-PERF-be.in  
 He asked her for a place (where) people were (living). 

The following example uses the sa-strategy. 

'03( L`˚`l`c hms`xm`vs+ c` `˙`x gd `ch r` Zmh,ı,x`atj ’\-
 NAME jackal do 1S thing DET COMPZR  2S-PERF-be.about.to.do  
 Mohamed jackal, do to me that thing which you were about to do. 

If the following example of the sa-strategy were in English, the indirect object would be relativized. 
However, the structure in Tadaksahak indicates that in fact a direct object has been relativized.5 

'04( V`x m`,`˙n+ r` Zs`bhc`vs `,a,rdjm` ’ `qldmh\+ `,ı,bh 
 woman DET-REL COMPZR  small.bird 3S-IMPF-show  suffering 3S-PERF-say 
 The other woman (lit., woman who [was] that), (to) whom the small bird was showing suffering, said… 

2.3 Oblique objects (including indirect objects) 
Oblique objects are characterized by the presence of a postposition that indicates the relation of the 
constituent to the verb. When such constituents are relativized, the postposition is fronted. In the 
relative pronoun strategy, it occurs immediately after the relative pronoun. In the gap strategy, it 
occurs immediately after the head noun that is modified by the relative clause. 

The relative pronoun strategy may be used to relativize indirect objects, locations, times, and 
manners. The gap strategy has been attested only for the relativization of locations. The sa-strategy 
has not been attested for any oblique object. 

Indirect objects (benefactives) seem to be seldom relativized in Tadaksahak, as no examples have 
been attested in our corpus. The following examples of the relative pronoun strategy are elicited. The 
postposition rd that marks the benefactive immediately follows the relative pronoun. 

'05( @˙`,ı,ftm` anq` Z`˙n rd `,ı,m` s`q`rvnxs\-
 1S-PERF-see person  REL BEN 3S-PERF-give dress 
 I saw the person to whom he had given a dress. 

The verb xhkj`l ‘follow, guard’ always governs an object marked with rd- 

'06( @kl`m Z`˙n rd `,ı,xhkj`l\ `,ı,vtytvty- 
 herd  REL BEN 3S-PERF-guard 3S-PERF-be.scattered 
 The herd that he guarded was scattered. 

                                                      
4There is a whole class of ‘motion’ verbs of that kind. Several of them appear in this paper and regularly behave 
like two-argument verbs. 
5The verb for ‘show’ is causative (s-ekna ‘causative-see’) and references to causees (the woman, in this 
sentence) do not take the postposition that marks indirect objects (see sec. 2.3) unless they are pronominal. 
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When a location is relativized, the appropriate postposition is fronted. In the relative pronoun 
strategy, it occurs immediately after the relative pronoun. The following example illustrates the 
postposition j`- 

'07( @,ı,xdc hm `mft Z`˙n j` h,ı,xhyc`˙\- 
 3S-PERF-return 3P.GEN place  REL LOC 3P-PERF-live 
 He returned to the(ir) place where they live. 

In the gap strategy, the locative postposition occurs immediately after the head noun (‘place’, in 
example (19)). 

'08( @,e,j`xj`x g`q `,ı,ftm` dc`f Z" j` s`g`qs `,ı,g`x\- 
 3S-IMPF-walk until 3S-PERF-see place  LOC lioness 3S-PERF-give.birth 
 She walked around till she saw a place where a lioness had given birth. 

In the following example of the gap strategy, the constituent modified by j` presents the source of the 
water. The head noun (‘a sprinkle of rain’) is the third and oblique argument of the relative clause 
(‘water entered the dry plains from the sprinkle of rain’). Within the relative clause, ‘dry plains’ is 
fronted with a trace in the object position (it is not marked as a locative).6 

'1/( H,ı,jtm` `q`s m s`ó`q` Z" j` h˙`q˙`q`m `qxdm h,ı,gtqt h\- 
 3P-PERF-get thing GEN N:sprinkle  LOC dry.plain.PL water 3S-PERF-enter 3S 
 They got a sprinkle of rain from which the dry plains received water. 

In the following example, which contains two relative clauses, the postposition is dmc` ‘COM’. 

'10( V` ghmihm `edqdf Z" dmc` s`e`m h,ı,a`q`\ Z" dmc` `kl`m h,ı,gtqt,j`s\- 
 IMP mend hedge  COM holes 3P-PERF-be.in  COM herd 3P-PERF-enter-VEN 
 Mend the hedge wherever there are holes, wherever the animals enter. 

When a temporal is relativized, the relative pronoun strategy is used. The same postposition j` as for 
the locative is used, and occurs immediately after the relative pronoun. The following example 
contains two relative clauses. 

'11( Y`˙qh Z`˙n j` mh,rdacdc h `˙`m ln j`\+ 
 day  REL LOC 2S-stop 3P 1S.GEN face LOC 

 y`˙qh Z`˙n `xc`\ `˙`,a,m` `m` s`˙hs  
 day  REL same 1S-IMPF-give 2S.BEN heifer  
 The day that you bring them before me, that same day (lit., day that [is] same) I will give you a 

heifer… 

However, temporal relative clauses are sometimes separated from their head noun by one of the 
following verbs: c` ‘do’, xhbh ‘pass’, and Í`v ‘reach’. 

'12( @r`Û`s `,ı,Í`v Z`˙n j` h,e,sdm\- 
 moment 3S-PERF-reach  REL LOC 3P-IMPF-arrive 
 The moment has come when they (normally) arrive. 

Manner is expressed by the combination of enda ‘COM’ and umuk ‘manner’. 

                                                      
6See footnote to example (13). 
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'13( @˙,sd,c` ` dmc` tltj en- 
 2S-FUT-do 3S COM manner INDEF 
 I will do it somehow. 

When a manner is relativized, the relative pronoun strategy is used, with enda immediately after the 
relative pronoun. 

'14( A`x k`l `˙,rd,a`x tltj Z`˙n dmc` `˙,sd,c` `\- 
 know EXCL 1S-NEG.IMPF-know manner  REL COM 1S-FUT-do 3S 
 I really don’t know how I am going to do it. 

2.4 Possessor 
The only strategy attested in our texts to relativize possessors uses the morpheme r`- This same 
morpheme is used as a complementizer in complement clauses, and as a topic marker in equative 
clauses. 

In the following example, the subject of the relative clause (‘her house’), which occurs in its normal 
position, contains the possessive pronoun that is correlative with the head noun. 

'15( L`m m` tltj Z`˙n dmc`\ `q,sd,ftm` v`x Z" ı,a`q` h¸hm`m\+ 
 where DET manner  REL COM 1P-FUT-see woman  PERF-be.in sky 

 r` Z`xm gtft `,e,jdch s`y`˙`ms m lhx` jtjt,`m\> 
 COMPZR  3S.GEN house 3S-IMPF-be.up mast GEN end be.long-ADJZ 
 How are we going to see the woman being in the sky, whose house is up at the end of a long mast? 

The constituent that contains the possessive pronoun which is correlative with the head noun may be 
fronted. If this happens, then a correlative pronominal trace appears in the relative clause in the 
normal position for the constituent. In the following example, ‘his eyes’ is fronted and immediately 
follows r`- The pronominal trace i occurs in its normal place, immediately preceding the postposition 
ka. 

'16( @˙`,ı,ftm` `¸`¸ha+  r` Z`xm lnm gtqt `,a,c` h j`\- 
 1S-PERF-see phantom COMPZR  3S.GEN eyes fire 3S-IMPF-do 3P LOC 
 I saw a phantom, in whose eyes fire was burning. 

Contrast the following example, in which the constituent that contains the correlative possessive 
pronoun occurs in its normal position in the relative clause. 

'17( @˙`,ı,ftm` `¸`¸ha Z" ı,c` ÇhjÇhÌ\+ 
 1S-PERF-see phantom  PERF-do fear 

 r` Zgtqt `,a,c` `xm lnm j`\ 
 COMPZR  fire 3S-IMPF-do 3S.GEN eyes LOC 
 I saw a phantom that caused fear, which had fire in his eyes… 

In the following example, the correlative possessive pronoun again occurs in its normal position in the 
relative clause. This time, though, it does not modify a head noun. Rather, it is the object of ‘you 
wanted’ (the relative pronoun immediately following the noun ‘story’ functions as a determiner in the 
main clause). 
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'18( @xv`+ c` `˙`x s`metrs `˙n+ r` Zmh,ı,a`˙` `xm c`\  
 well do 1S story REL COMPZR  2S-PERF-want 3S.GEN N:do 
 Well, tell me that story, (the one) which you wanted to tell! 

3 Restrictive relative clauses 
Tadaksahak contrasts both with related Songhay languages and with Berber languages in employing 
two restrictive strategies. Other Songhay languages have a single restrictive strategy, using the 
relativizer j`'Ó( (Heath 1999:242), while Berber languages use the gap strategy. The existence of two 
strategies in Tadaksahak reflects the fact that the language does not mark definiteness on nominals 
like other Songhay languages, yet sometimes needs to convey this attribute. 

According to Givón (1984:399), definite nominals “have unique referential identity,” whereas 
speakers code a referential nominal as indefinite “if they think that they are not entitled to assume that 
the hearer can…assign it unique referential identity.” Thus, because hearers can be expected to assign 
‘unique referential identity’ to ‘the person who sat on the camel’ (see (30)), the phrase is presented as 
definite. Conversely, since the addressee of (40) cannot assign unique referential identity to ‘a pond 
that is ahead of us here’ because he is only now being introduced to it, the phrase is presented as 
indefinite. Similarly, ‘wherever there are holes’ (see (41)) is presented as indefinite because the hearer 
cannot assign unique referential identity to the expression. 

Definite nominals, as defined above, are almost exclusively relativized in Tadaksahak with the 
relative pronoun strategy (sec. 3.1). Indefinite nominals tend to be relativized with the gap strategy 
(sec. 3.2). The understood head of most headless relative clauses is definite, so it is natural that they 
should use the relative pronoun strategy (sec. 3.3). 

3.1 The relative pronoun strategy and definite entities 
Typically, when an entity has been previously introduced to a story and so can be assigned unique 
referential identity, any subsequent reference to it that involves a relative clause involves the relative 
pronoun strategy. This is illustrated in the following examples. 

'2/( Anq` Z`˙n,e,jdch s`˙k`ls\ `,ı,ytlat,j`s- 
 person  REL-IMPF-be.up camel 3S-PERF-dismount-VEN 
 The person who sat on the camel dismounted. 

'20( L`m hltmrtv`
m 

Z`˙nmc
n 

`˙`,a,etq`m `mch rd\ `˙`,e,bh `mcd,a,cdq`v>

 where meal.PL  REL.PL 1S-IMPF-throw.ALL 2P BEN 1S-IMPF-say 2P-IMPF-share 
 Where are the foods that I threw to you, telling you to share (them)? 

'21( @r`Û`s `,ı,Í`v Z`˙n j` h,e,sdm\- 
 moment 3S-PERF-reach  REL LOC 3P-IMPF-arrive 
 The moment has come when they normally arrive. 

In the following example, the definiteness of ‘the horse which limped’ is enhanced by the presence 
with the relative pronoun of the determiner for ‘that’. 

'22( @,ı,m` ` rd a`qh Z`˙n rdmc` a,ydfdcdk\-
 3S-PERF-give 3S BEN horse  REL DET.far IMPF-limp 
 He gave him that horse which limped. 
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Descriptive attributes 
Adjectives in Tadaksahak are typically derived from stative verbs. When such an adjective modifies a 
noun, it is usually preceded by the relative pronoun, unless the entity is being introduced to the story 
(see sec. 3.2). In such constructions, the entity does not have to be definite, as long as its existence has 
already been established. 

In the following example, for instance, ‘a horse of good quality’ is an indefinite but established entity. 

'23( Chmh a`qh Z`˙n xheqdm,`m\ mh,l,sdaads `˙`x `xm sdjdqltÇhs j` `m`yl`x-
 take horse  REL be.chosen.ADJZ 2S-SUBJ-hit 1S 3S.GEN hoof LOC needle 
 Take a horse of good quality and hammer a needle in its hoof for me. 

Similarly, ‘big game’ (lit., ‘game that is big’) is an indefinite but established entity. 

'24( c`s`v` `mf` dmc` anqdm h,a,vh hg`qq`m dmc` hltc`q`m 
 old.times 3S.T COM people 3P-IMPF-kill lion.PL COM animal.PL 

 Z`˙nmcdmn adq,`mdm\- 
  REL.PL be.big-ADJZ.PL 
 In olden times, it was with it (a large spear) that people killed lions and (other) big game. 

The following two examples of the relative pronoun strategy occur in equative clauses that explain the 
first evoked term. 

'25( S`q`c`p ghmbhmh Z`˙n ¸dm,h\- 
 NAME goat  REL be.old-ADJZ 
 ‘Taradaq’ is an old goat. 

'26( @ktjtjtÇ bhch Z`˙n xhaq`q,`m\ Z`˙n j` shch `,ı,a`p`s\- 
 Alukukush salt  REL be.bad-ADJZ  REL LOC dirt 3S-PERF-mix 
 ‘Alukukush’ is salt [in plates] which is of bad (quality) in which dirt is mixed. 

3.2 The gap strategy and indefinite entities 
This section first considers instances in which the gap strategy is used in connection with reference to 
an indefinite entity. It then notes two situations in which the gap strategy is used even though the 
entity is definite. 

Typically, when an entity is indefinite, any reference to it that involves a relative clause uses the gap 
strategy. This is illustrated in the following examples. 

'27( g`q `,ı,sdm s`l˙`qs en c`v Z" ı,a`q` hy`f`y`m m ftrdm\- 
 till 3S-PERF-arrive old.woman INDEF LOC  PERF-be.in wildcat.PL GEN burrow.PL 
 …until he arrived at an old woman’s who was (lived) in wildcats’ burrows. 

'28( Hm kdmjdl `,md,ctv` anq` rd Z" ı,a`˙` `kÛ`ehx`s\- 
 3P.GEN N:be.behind 3S-NEG.PERF-be.better person BEN  PERF-want peace 
 Following them is not good for somebody who seeks peace. 
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'3/( @˙`,a,Çhfhc `m` `˙`y`q en ad Z" a,xhy`q `qh mdc` j`\- 
 1S-IMPF-wait 2S.BEN pond INDEF on  IMPF-be.ahead 1P place.same LOC 
 I am waiting for you on a pond that is ahead of us here. 

'30( V` ghmihm `edqdf Z" dmc` s`e`m h,ı,a`q`\ Z" dmc` `kl`m h,ı,gtqt,j`s\- 
 IMP mend hedge  COM holes 3P-PERF-be.in  COM herd 3P-PERF-enter-VEN 
 Mend the hedge wherever there are holes, wherever the animals enter. 

In the first relative clause of the following example, the gap strategy is used because the entity ‘story’ 
has not previously been introduced, so is indefinite. ‘My grandfather’ can be assigned unique 
referential identity, in contrast, so the relative pronoun strategy is used to refer to him. 

'31( Jdk` `˙`,ı,ln s`metrs Z" `˙`m a`a` `˙n ¸dm,h `,ı,c`\ 
 once 1S-PERF-hear story  1S.GEN father REL be.old-ADJZ 3S-PERF-do 
 Once I heard a story of a (courageous) deed that my grandfather did… 

When a relative clause modifies the quantifier hshk` ‘each’, the gap strategy is used, since the referent 
cannot be assigned unique referential identity. 

'32( R` hshk` `qt Z" ı,sdm h c`v\ h,sd,chmh ` h,l,c` 
 COMPZR each man  PERF-arrive 3P LOC 3P-FUT-take 3S 3P-SUBJ-make 

 ` dmc` Í`lt-  
 3S COM slave  
 Each man who arrived at their (place) was taken to be made a slave. 

When hshk` does not modify a noun, it refers to an indefinite time. 

'33( hshk` Z" `,ı,xhjshj`s `˙`x\ s`bhc`vs `xc` `,sd,Ôns,j`s 
 each  3S-PERF-remember.VEN 1S bird same 3S-FUT-fly-VEN 

 `xm vtk j`  
 3S.GEN heart LOC  
 …whenever he remembers me, the same bird flies from his heart… 

When an adjective modifies a head noun and no relative pronoun is used, typically the entity is being 
introduced to the story. In other words, it is indefinite. This is illustrated in the following examples; 
both ‘red ribbons’ and ‘a big tree’ are new to the story. 

'34( g`q y`qnch `l`mnj`k `,ı,m` `xm sdlf`cdm rd hk`mjdm 
 till day.DET chief 3S-PERF-give 3S.GEN daughters BEN ribbons 

 Z" bhc`x,dmdm\- 
  be.red-ADJZ.PL 
 …until the day the chief gave his daughters red ribbons (ribbons that were red). 

'35( S`at˙`ms `,ı,jnx stftct en Z" adq,h\ m bhc`x- 
 old.sheep 3S-PERF-go tree INDEF  be.big-ADJZ GEN N:under 
 The old sheep went under a big tree (a tree that was big). 
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Existentials 
Since existentials are used to introduce entities, one would expect any relative clause that occurs in 
such introductions to use the gap strategy. This is indeed the case with the Tadaksahak existential 
verbs a`q`.Çh ‘there is/there is not’,7 although the relative clause is typically separated from the head 
noun by the verb. 

'36( Anq` `,ı,Çh Z", ı,l`x hlt˜`r\ dmc`mf` vhih Hc`jr`g`j- 
 person 3S-PERF-be.not  PERF-own camels if not Idaksahak 
 There is nobody who has camels if it is not the Idaksahak. (Lit., A person does not exist who 

owns camels….) 

However, the Tamasheq existentials hk`x ‘there is’ and wurtila ‘there is not’ are also found in texts. 
Both terms behave like unanalysed particles in Tadaksahak. They precede the noun whose existence 
or non-existence they posit. Furthermore, some speakers use the relative pronoun strategy for any 
relative clause that modifies this noun, even though the referent is indefinite. 

'37( @˙`,ı,a`x r` vtqshk` `l˜tr Z`˙n,a,x`ytq`f sdrd˙`˙`m j`\ 
 1S-PERF-know COMPZR there.is.not camel  REL-IMPF-be.free season.kind LOC 
 I know that there is no camel that is left free during hot season… 

gn ‘this thing’ 
The noun gn ‘this thing’ consists of the neutral noun gd ‘thing’ and the determiner *n+ so is definite. 
Nevertheless, it never occurs with the relative pronoun, as the following examples demonstrate. 

'38( @,md,xhcdq `xm sdmm`+ `,md,c` gn Z" `,ı,bh\- 
 3S-NEG.PERF-hold 3S.GEN promise 3S-NEG.PERF-do thing.DET  3S-PERF-say 
 He did not keep his promise, he did not do what (lit., the thing that) he said. 

'4/( Dmc`q `,ı,a`x gn Z" ı,a`q` ` rd `k`w`q\+ 
 if 3S-PERF-know thing.DET  PERF-be.in 3S BEN next.world 

 `,rd,c` ` rd gd Z" xhaq`q,`m\- 
 3S-NEG.IMPF-do 3S BEN thing  be.bad-ADJZ 
 If she had known what was in the next world for her, she would not have done anything 

bad to him (her husband). 

'40( Bh m` gn Z" mh,ı,a`˙`\> 
 QST DET thing.DET  2S-PERF-want 
 What do you want? (Lit., What (is) the thing that you want?) 

md ‘place’ 
The noun md ‘place’ is inherently definite, as is shown by the fact that it cannot be modified by the 
indefinite adjective en- To be acceptable, md in the following ungrammatical sentence would have to 
be replaced by a word for ‘place’ like `mft or dc`f- 

'41( )H,ı,jdmh md en j`- 
 3P-PERF-sleep place INDEF LOC 
 They slept somewhere. 

                                                      
7a`q` is glossed ‘be in’ in this paper. 
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Like gn+ md never occurs with a relative pronoun even though its referent is definite. 

'42( @xm ahcdm md Z" j` h,ı,ctlat `mf`\-
 3S.GEN bones place  LOC 3P-PERF-kill 3S.T 
 Its bones were in the place where they had killed it. 

3.3 Headless relative clauses 
Headless relative clauses use the relative pronoun strategy, and their referent is usually definite. They 
most often occur because the context allows the head noun to be omitted. In the following example, 
for instance, the referent of the understood head noun is specified earlier in the sentence. 

'43( @,ı,Í`v,`m hm g`vxdm+ `,ı,chmh Z`˙n,ı,l`m g`x,`m\ 
 3S-PERF-reach-ALL 3P.GEN cows 3S-PERF-take  REL-PERF-be.close birth-ADJZ 
 He reached their cows, took the one that was pregnant… 

In the following example, the headless relative clause relates back to an earlier relative clause whose 
head is modified by the quantifier hshk` ‘each’ (see sec. 3.2). 

'44( R` hshk` `qt Z" ı,sdm h c`v\ h,sd,chmh ` h,l,c` ` 
 COMPZR each man  PERF-arrive 3P LOC 3P-FUT-take 3S 3P-SUBJ-make 3S 

 dmc` Í`lt- 
 COM slave 
 Each man who arrived at their (place) was taken to be made a slave. 

 Z@˙n id md,sd,xhv`˙ h j` `c`v`m`\ `,ı,x`a`,j`s- 
  REL only GEN-FUT-block 3P LOC N:talk 3S-PERF-miss-VEN 
 Only the one who could outdo them in talking missed (becoming a slave). 

In the following sentence, the head noun can be omitted since the verb ‘want’ only takes human 
agents. The referent of the relative clause is indefinite, even though the relative pronoun strategy is 
used. However, we noted in sec. 3.2 that, following the existential vtqshk`+ some speakers employ the 
relative pronoun strategy for any relative clauses associated with it. 

'45( Vtqshk` Z`˙n,ı,a`˙` r` `xm s`ltÔdj `,sd,m` `en rd\- 
 there.is.not  REL-PERF-want COMPZR 3S.GEN milking.animal 3S-FUT-give one BEN 
 There is no one who wants to give his livelihood to someone else. 

4 Nonrestrictive relative clauses 
The morpheme r` is typically used to mark nonrestrictive relative clauses; i.e., clauses that add new 
information about an already identified entity. Such clauses could stand by themselves as independent 
clauses, were they not attached to the previous clause by r`- 

Nonrestrictive relative clauses often occur at the beginning of Tadaksahak stories to give additional 
information about a major participant. The grammatical relation that is most frequently relativized is 
the direct object, though the subject of both intransitive and transitive verbs may also be relativized, 
as may the possessor. 

In the first example, the subject of an intransitive clause is relativized, and the relative clause gives 
additional information about the specific place called Indeliman. 
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'46( [Having talked about the different places where the Idaksahak live, the speaker adds as an afterthought:]
 HÌdkdl`m c`˙ j` r` Zh7,ı,x`fnq sdldyc`˙\- 
 Indeliman too LOC COMPZR  3P-PERF-be.bigger dwelling.place.PL 
 (They live) also in Indeliman, which is bigger than the (named) dwelling places. 

In the next example, the subject of a transitive clause is relativized. The function of the relative clause 
is not to identify which woman he married, but to give additional information about her. 

'47( @,ı,y`v rtqf`x en+ r` Zhshk` y`˙qh `,sd,Ó` hlt˜`r hÇ`\- 
 3S-PERF-marry woman INDEF COMPZR  each day 3S-FUT-eat camel.PL seven 
 He married a certain woman, who (once they were married) used to eat seven camels a day. 

As noted in sec. 2.2, the relativized constituent in the following example is a direct object, not an 
indirect one (unlike English). The relative clause introduced with r` gives additional information 
about the woman who has already been identified with a restrictive relative clause. 

'48( V`x m`,`˙n+ r` Zs`bhc`vs `ardjm` `qldmh\+ `,ı,bh 
 woman DET-REL COMPZR  small.bird 3S.IMPF.show suffering 3S-PERF-say 
 The other woman (lit., woman who [was] that), (to) whom the small bird was showing suffering, said… 

In the following example, the possessor is relativized. Once again, the relative clause introduced with 
r` gives additional information about the noun to which it relates (the phantom). 

'5/( @˙`,ı,ftm` `¸`¸ha Z" ı,c` ÇhjÇhÌ\+ 
 1S-PERF-see phantom  PERF-do fear 

 r` Z`xm lnm gtqt `,a,c` h j`\- 
 COMPZR  3S.GEN eyes fire 3S-IMPF-do 3P LOC 
 I saw a phantom that causes fear, in whose eyes fire was burning. 

In the following example, the relative clause introduced with sa has embedded another relative clause 
that modifies the quantifier ‘one’ from which it is separated by the negative existential ,Çh (see sec. 
3.2.) The relative clause introduced with sa gives additional information about the three sons. 

'50( Hbh `qt en m` `ch `,ı,l`x `xm hy`bdm`m j`q`c+ 
 they.said man INDEF DET DET 3S-PERF-own his young.man.PL three 

 r` Z`en `,ı,Çh h Z" a,cdq`v `en dmc` m`m`\\- 
 COMPZR  one 3S-PERF-be.not 3P  IMPF-share one COM mother 
 There was once a man, he had three sons, of whom there was not one who had the same mother. 

In the next example, in which the subject of a transitive clause is relativized, a thematic pronoun 
follows r`+ to direct the hearers’ attention from the subject of the main clause to the young man. The 
function of the relative clause itself is to give additional information about the young man, not to 
identify him. 

'51( @,ı,g`rh,`m hy`bd `˙n r` Z`mf` md,l`x s`a`j`qs\ 
 3S-PERF-look-ALL young.man REL COMPZR  3S.T FOC-own ewe 
 He looked toward the young man, the one who OWNED the ewe… 

                                                      
8HÌdkdl`m being a plural noun requires a plural subject clitic on the verb. 
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The final two examples of this section illustrate instances in which the clause introduced with r` 
could not stand by itself, since the direct object is missing (denoted by Ø). In both cases, the head is 
the neutral noun gd- Such clauses appear to be restrictive. 

In the first example, the head noun is indefinite, so the gap strategy might have been expected 
(compare (50) and (52), in both of which the relativized subject relates to he).9 

'52( mh,sd,ltptr dmc` gd en r` Zmh,md,cdads ’\- 
 2S-FUT-meet COM thing INDEF COMPZR  2S-NEG.PERF-be.able.to.do  
 …(you do not know, when) you come across anything that you are not able to do. 

Hm sgd rdbnmc dw`lokd+ sgd gd`c mntm hr cdehmhsd+ rn sgd qdk`shud oqnmntm rsq`sdfx lhfgs 
g`ud addm dwodbsdc 'bnlo`qd '60( `mc '61((- 

'53( L`˚`l`c hms`xm`vs c` `˙`x gd `ch r` Zmh,ı,x`atj ’\-
 Mohamed jackal do 1S thing DET COMPZR  2S-PERF-be.about.to.do  
 Mohamed jackal, do to me that thing which you were about to do. 

We conclude that clauses relativized by r` are non-restrictive provided they could stand by 
themselves were r` not present. The precise motivation for relativizing with r` when the clause is 
restrictive is unclear. 

5 Left-dislocation of nominal constituents containing relative clauses 
This section illustrates occasions when Tadaksahak left-dislocates nominal constituents that contain 
relative clauses. This happens for a number of reasons. The following reasons are illustrated: because 
the constituent is complex, because relativization of the possessor is apparently not an option in 
restrictive relative clauses, and because the speaker wishes to give extra prominence to a focal 
constituent. 

Left-dislocated nominal constituents in Tadaksahak have two characteristics: 
1. They are placed at the beginning of a clause or sentence. 
2. A correlative pronominal trace occupies the place where the constituent would normally occur. 

This is illustrated by the following sentence. First, it begins with a complex nominal constituent 
containing two relative clauses ‘This man whom he accompanied, whose name is Niels’. Secondly, as 
the constituent identifies the addressee of the following speech, a correlative pronominal trace (a) 
follows the speech verb and precedes the postposition se. 

'54( @qt Z`˙n nc` dmc` `,a,g`mf`\+ 
 man  REL DET COM 3S-IMPF-accompany 

 r` Z`xm l`m Mhkdr\+ `˙`,ı,bh ` rd9 
 COMPZR  3S.GEN name Niels 1S-PERF-say 3S BEN 
 This man whom he accompanied, whose name is Niels, I said to him: 

The motivation for left-dislocation in the above sentence is clear: the constituent that identifies the 
addressee and supplies further information about him is very complex. If normal constituent order had 
been followed, the result would have been very unwieldy: ‘I said to this man whom he accompanied, 
whose name is Niels:’! 

The complexity of the constituent concerned may also be the motivation for left-dislocation in the 
next sentence.10 

                                                      
9It is possible that these examples are not natural Tadaksahak, but rather reflect the influence of French or 
Tamasheq. 
10It is normal in Tadaksahak for the direct object to follow the indirect object. In this particular instance, though, 
the correlative pronoun (a), which is the direct object, precedes the indirect object. This conforms to the cross-
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'55( Gd Z`˙n `r`˚ `,a,ghmihm\ j`lhk `˙,sd,ghmihm ` `m`- 
 thing  REL force 3S-IMPF-fix all 1S-FUT-fix 3S 2S.BEN 
 All that strength can fix, I will fix it for you. 

Part of the motivation for left-dislocation in the next two examples may well be the complexity of the 
constituent concerned. However, the deciding factor is probably that relativization of the possessor is 
not an option in restrictive relative clauses. This restriction may lead to the left-dislocation of the 
reference to the possessor, together with the use of the appropriate correlative pronoun in the genitive 
case. 

'56( Anq` Z`˙n,a,xhÇ˙dk gtkdm\+ `xm j`ladm h,e,jdqÇhÇhm- 
 person  REL-IMPF-work much 3S.GEN hand.PL 3P-IMPF-be.rough 
 Somebody who works a lot, his hands are rough. 

'57( Gd Z`˙n,e,stv`˙q` dmc` S`k`s`xs c`\ j`lhk hm `l`mnj`k @xta`-
 thing  REL-IMPF-PASS.call COM NAME DISC all 3P.GEN chief Ayuba 
 (as for) The whole region called Talatayt, its (lit., their) chief was Ayuba. 

The following example also involves left-dislocation of the reference to the possessor, together with 
the use of a correlative pronoun in the genitive case. It differs from the previous two examples in that 
‘the man that she loves’ is left-dislocated not to the beginning of the sentence, but only to the 
beginning of its clause (following the subject ‘each one’). 

'58( V` jnx+  
 IMP leave  

 hshk` `en `qt Z`˙n `,ı,a`˙`\ `,l,c` ` `xm ihmih j`- 
 each one man  REL 3S-PERF-love 3S-SUBJ-do 3S 3S.GEN neck LOC 
 Leave, may each one put it (ribbon) around the neck of the man that she loves. 

The motivation for a further set of examples of left-dislocation is the speaker’s desire to give extra 
prominence to the referent concerned. In each instance, the correlative that relates to the left-
dislocated constituent is a form of the marked, thematic third person pronoun. The following focus 
marker shows that the referent of the pronoun is focal. 

'6/( A`qh Z`˙n,ı,l`x hyqdm\ `mf` md,ı,kdkkds- 
 horse  REL-PERF-have endurance 3S.T FOC-PERF-be.noble 
 A horse that has endurance, it’s THIS ONE that is noble. 

'60( [Having been asked to which clan in particular he belongs, the speaker says: ‘I belong to all the 
Idaksahak…’] 

 ldÇhm s`vÇ`s `˙n+ r` Z`,e,stvdm` Hg`m`p`s`m\+ 
 but clan REL COMPZR  3S-IMPF-PASS.call Ihanaqatan 

 `mf` md,ı,l`x `˙`x- 
 3S.T FOC-PERF-own 1S 
 …but that clan, the one that is called ‘Ihanaqatan’, it’s TO IT that I belong. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
linguistic “Principle of Natural Information Flow” (Comrie 1989:127–128), which places more established 
information before less established information. 
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'61( Anqdm j` gd00 Z`˙n,ı,l`x `yqte\ hmfh md,a,x`q`x dmc` `mf`- 
 person.PL LOC thing  REL-PERF-have money 3P.T FOC-IMPF-go.toward COM 3S.T 
 Among the people, those who have (lots of) money, it’s THEY who go toward it (where the camels 

are sold). 

6 Summary 
Tadaksahak has distinct markers for nonrestrictive and restrictive relative clauses. Nonrestrictive 
relative clauses are characterized by the presence of the morpheme sa, introducing a clause which 
would otherwise be independent. Two strategies are available for restrictive relative clauses. The 
relative pronoun strategy is used if the head noun is definite. The gap strategy is mostly used when the 
head noun is indefinite. However, gn ‘this thing’ and md ‘place’ do not follow this rule; the relative 
pronoun strategy is never used with them. Motivations for left-dislocating relative clauses include the 
complexity of the constituent concerned, the desire to relativize the possessor of a restrictive relative 
clause, and the desire to give extra prominence to a focal constituent. 
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